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William Frederick Drischler

Marx's Concept of Secret Diplomacy -
adieu to Economics?

Introduction: Secr€t Diplomacy and Cotrventional Marxism

Secret Diplomacy (SD) is a model of the state Marx developed beginning in
1853 in response to the movement and wfitings of David Urquhart (1805-
1877), a Turkophile Scot MP for Glasgow, veteran diplomat and professional

'Russia-hater' (Russenhasser). Being diplomacy-driven and little informed by
political economy, the SD concept represents a distinctive alternative to such

curents of Marxist state theory ofthe 1970's and 1980's as the 'Derivationist
School' (E. Altvater, C. v. Braunmühl and H. Radice), currents which sought

to dedve state theory from cätegories of political economy (Barrow, 1993,

pp. 78-88). Indeed, by implicitly denigrating political economy as a guide to
politics and the state, SD represents a distinctive alternative to much of con-

ventional Maxist theory overall, theory canonized by Engels in the heyday of
the Second Intemational and regularly reproduced ever since. Two ofthe Ul-
timate foundations of Second International orthodoxy - that tlere are no sig-

nificant differences between Marx and Engels, and that under the impact of
industrialization l9th-century Russia passed from being an Asiatic despotism

to a backward part of Europe - are directly undermined by SD. There are

numerous other differences as well. Thus, for conventional theory the deci
sive event heralding modemity is the French Revolution of 1789 - for SD the

decisive events are the Great Northem War, 1700-17211' the Hannoverian

Accession of l7l4 in Englaad; and the Tartar Yoke in Russia, 1241-1480.
For conventional theory, political economy is the queen of the state sciences;

for SD it is diplomacy, followed at a distance by anthropology and ethnology.

For conventional theory the key modem social development is industrializa-

tion - for SD it is diplomatic connivance between England and Russia. As
mentioned, ior conventional theory post-1861 Russia had become a back-
ward part of Europe - for SD Russia is a culturally-alien body (bacillus)

which has infected Westem society, an Asiatic intruder disrupting 'normal'
developments. For conventional theory the only writer who developed a con-

cept Marx adapted wholesale was Engels - for SD it is Urquhart, specifically
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Urquhart's analysis of Palmerston. For conventional theory the three sources

of Marx's state construct are British political economy, French socialism and

German philosophy - for SD the chief source is German historicism in Ber-

lin, i.e., Ranke, J. Droysen and Hegel as a German historicist. For conven-

tional theory, 'Bonapartism' occurs when a panic-stricken national ruling
class delegates authority to a semi-autonomous national goveming class - for
SD (after Marx identified Napoleon III as a Russian agent in 1859 and 1860

[Drischler, 1994, p. 1l l]) Bonapartism occurs when a ruling class delegates

real authority to non-Western (i.e., Russian) elements, i.e. surrenders national
sovereignty. In conventional theory's version of the base/superstructue
problematic, the economic 'base' determines the broad outline of the ideo-
logical and state 'superstructure' - for SD the diplomatic connivance state of
l7l4 is the semi-permanent 'base' for a dizzying array of economic super-

shuctures from mercantilism to industrialism. For conventional theory, class

struggle is the stuff of history - for SD class struggle is not only subordinate
to struggle of civilizations (East/West struggle - Russia versus Europe), it is
also simultaneously subordinate lo intra-civilizatiorral struggle (peripheral
English-speakers versus core Continental Europeans in Westem civilization).
For conventional theory Marx's state concept stands in a relation of Aulhe-
äzng (simultaneous negation and preservation of key aspects) to that of He-
gel - for SD, after Marx's 'Urquhart Apotheosis of 1853' (the intellectual
cauldron which produced the largely-finished concepts of SD, the Asiatic
mode of production (AMP) and -Rassenluss), Old Moor in effect gave an un-
critical endorsement to Hegel's state concept of 1820; in the l8l9\1820 Ber-
lin lectures on tie State, the Swabian had noted 'The state as such is always
something anterior to bourgeois society. Said society constitutes itself only in
the state, and only within the realized unity which the state is, can said soci-
ety come to the fore.' (Der Staat als solcher ist immer etwas Frueheres als
die buergerliche Gesellschaft. Diese bildet sich nur im Staat (rus, und sie
lrsnn nur innerhalb der ganzen Einheit, die der Staat ist, hervortreten.)
(Hegel, 1983, p. 205). For conventional theory, the AMP is a curiosity to be

used to analyze archaic societies aad pre-modem China - for SD the AMP is
indispensable for analyzing industrial capitalist state and society since Russo-
Asiatic mode ofproduction elements are co-ruling inside that state (Drischler,
1996, p. 200). For conventional theory, relying on the unpublished (by Marx)
German Ideologt of I 846, the Marxist critique of bourgeois historical writing
is that it neglects economic factors - SD, following tlle ,R evelations of 1857 ,
asserts the cardinal defect ofthe historical writings ofthe .haute bourgeoisie,
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(Marx, 1969, p.9l) is overemphasrs on economic factors (especially short-
range ones) in a deliberate effort to obscure fundamental, diplomatic forces.
In sum, conventional theory claims industrial capitalism has revolutionized
the state - SD retorts there is little new under tlle sun since the Whig Oli-
garchs of London engineered the Hannoverian Accession of 1714, Russian
victory in the Great Northem War l70Fl72l and the permanent integration
of Russo-Asiatic mode of production elements (Chingis Khan elements -
Maß, 1969, p. l1l) into the Anglo-Saxon governing class.

General Characteristics of SD. Palmerston, British History,
Russian History and the Ultimate Origin of the Modern State

After sustained research - confined to diplomacy - in 1853, Marx came to
accept Urquhart's contention that Henry John Temple, 3rd Viscount Palmer-
ston (178,t-1865), long-time British Foreign Secretary (and eventual two-
time Prime Minister of Britain) was a salaried Russian espionage agent spe-
cifically elevated to the Foreign Secretary's Office by the Russian Seoet Po-
lice (MEGA'?III/7, p. 85). Marx identified Palmerston's chief liason from tlle
Russian Service (Countess Lieven; Drischler, 1996, p. 186) as he did for
other Russian agents at Ten Downing Street such as William E. Gladstone
(Russian liason ofücer: Olga Alexejewna Nowikov; MEGA, V25, p. 1170)

and Salisbury (Lord Cecil) (Russian liason ofticer: Nikolai P. Ignatjew;
MEGA'z V25, p. 123). ln the case of Palmerston Marx also identified discrete
payments from the Russian Seoet Police (gambling debts of 1827) as well as

the Russian 'bagman' (disbursor of treasury notes and gold) at the time of
Palmerston's accession to the Foreign Secretary's ofEce in 1830 (Comtess
Lieven; MEW X)O( , p. 321 .).

Following Marx's 'Urquhart Apotheosis of 1853', a plunge into study of di-
plomacy §icolaievs§ and Maenchen-Hetfen, 1976, p. 246; Drischler, 1997,
p. 190) dwing which he largely ditched (Rosdols§, 1974, p. 20) political
economy, Old Moor developed his thoroughly original interpretation of Brit-
ish history according to which the Tories sold out British interests to France,
the Whigs to Russia but the Whigs always retained ultimate control, at least
between ttte Hannoverian Accession of George I (1714) and Marx,s own day
(MEW )O(X, p. ll; Wittfogel, 1980, p. )OIT). George I's .Whig Cabinet,
of l7l4 (every member save Nottingham was a Russophile Whig), Marx
wrote in the Revelations, marked the final merger of the British goveming
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class and the Russian Secret Police. After the merger the 'Whig Oligarchs' (at

the time of the llannoverian Accession Walpole, Townshend and Stanhope
(Marx, 1969, p. 85) - successors to the Whig Junto of 1696 (Bromley, 1971,
p. 268)) ruled British foreign policy (and hence - in strict Rankean [Leopold
Ranke] analysis the state), whether or not the Whigs were in office. Thus the
Whig Oligarchs used a German prince (George of Hannover) to effect a per-
manent union (in fact a merger) ofthe British and Russian goveming classes.
(For Marx the Russian 'secret Statepolice' and the Russian govemment are

largely coterminous (MEGA: I/25, p. I 170) ).

On the Eastern (Russian) end of the merged Anglo-Russian state stood Peter
the Grcat, whose victory in the Great Northem War, 1700-1721 owed more
to British fleets (generously provided by George I), British and Dutch loans
and specifically Whig diplomatic treachery against Sweden than Russian
military prowess or his personal leadership capaci§. Ifthe Hannoverian Ac-
cession of l7l4 marked the origin of the British state of Mid-Victorian cap!
talism, the origin of the network's Russian component was far more remote.
Peter I is seen as the linear heir (if not reincamation) of Temujin - Chingis
Khan - the leader of the Mongol hordes of the l3th century (Marx, 1969, p
tll). The'living link' between the hand of Chingis Khan and the definitive
formation of the Russian national character under the Tartar Yoke ( l24l-
1480) is provided by the Liao Chinese Yeh-Lu Ch'u-Ts,ai, who served
Chingis for many years as chancellor of the Mongol Empire and who re-
mained in oflce throughout the imposition of the Tartar yoke in Russia
(1237-1241\, retiring only in 1242 (Chambers, 1979, p. l2l). According to
Marx the Tartar Yoke resulted in 'Mongolization' of tlle Russian nation, a
Mongolization streamlined and generalized by Ivan III's mastication of Great
Novgorod (1478-1505) and Peter's reforms. Hence the ultimate origin ofthe
modem state is to be found in the deep-seated (and insidiously-manifested)
anthropo-cultural affinities of Whig Oligarchs in the City of London for the
(Liao Chinese) administrative practices of Chingis Khan, administrative
practices regurgitated largely intact by Peter the Great. The Mongol hordes
served as a 'transmission belt' for Oriental modes of statecraft from China to
Russia @rischler, 1978, p. 52) and the Hannoverian Accession brought them
into the heart of Britain from Russo-Asia. Peter the Great's 1698 sojoum in
England was a Whig extravaganza; the (Whig) Junto dominated parliament
and Peter was taken to see the Tower of London, the Mint, a session of
Lords, Oxford, naval headquarters at Chatham and portsmouth and naval ma-
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neuvers at the Solent (Hasler, 1969, p. 60). Hence Marx's very appropriate
conclusion that the age of Peter the Grcat 'marked the birth of the conniv-
ance' (MEGA'z lll8, p. 142) of England and Russia; modem Gost-1721)
Russians stood exposed as - ultimat€ly - mules in a Whiggish plot to
globalize Chingis Khan-ism.

Occasion atrd Grounds for Development of SD

The occasion for the development of SD, i.e., the precipitant ofthe Urquhart

Apotheosis of 1853 which produced SD, the AMP concept and distilled
Russenhass was Marx's encounter with Urquhart's writings, movement and

person. On l l February 1853 Marx reported he had conducted a thorough

review of Urquhart's allegations conceming Palmeßton - and that Urquhart's

allegations were correct (MEGA'? IIll7,p. 44,letter to Engels). On 1 Decem-

ber 1860 Marx wote further that 'It might well be approPriate here to outline

my relation to D. Urquhart and his party. Urquhart's *ritings on Russia and

against Palmerston had attracted my interest but not convinced me. In order

to attain a dehnitive perspective, I subjected Hansard's"Parliamentary De-

bates" and the diplomatic Blue Books from 1807 to 1850 to a painstaking

analysis .... Among others the Glasgow Sentinel published one of my articles

('Palmerston and Poland') which attracted the attention of Mr. D. Urquhart.

As a result of a meeting which I held with him, he directed Mr. Tucker in

London to publish part of an article of mine in pamphlet form. This Palmer-

ston-pamphlet was later published in various editions, reaching a circulation

of 15,000 to 20,000 copies.' (MEGA'z,I/18, p. la2).

Several grounds for the development might be infened from the occasion. By
1853 hopes for reanimation of the revolutionary wave of 1848-49 were

dashed. Local contacts and an original perspective on British history might
prove useful in the event of a long stay while seeking to develop insights for
revolutionary Praxis on the European Continent. Finally, SD provided a ve-

hicle for the Xzssezlrass which boiled over in the pages ofthe NrZ after Rus-

sia played her counter-revolutionary role in 1849.

Main Texts and Chronology of §D

The main texts and chronolory for SD can be clearly identified; 'Marx's
Diplomatic Conception of the State, 1853-1860' would be an accurate desig-
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nation. The lead lext is Herr yogt (1860\ because in it Marx explicitly indi-
cates SD goes back to the era ofPeter the Great ifnot earlier, details his rela-
tion to Urquhart, shows that the Anglo-Russian Alliance (the Whig-Petrine
Alliance) is the moving force behind the Italian War of 1859 and, in general,
provides summary and perspective on his diplomatic writings in the 1853-
1860 period. In'Vogt'Marx provided data on SD from the Congress of Vi-
enna right up to 1860, as well as indicating his key related texts on SD. These
are the Revelations of the Diplomatic History of the 18th Century Q857),
later prepared for publication by Mrs. Averling under the title Secret Diplo-
matic History of the I 8th Century (1899); The Story of the Life of Lord palm-

erston (1856), a collection of Marx's anti-Palmerston pamphlets; and a long
series of axticles in the NY Tribune above all but also the Chartist People t
Paper atd the Neue Oder-Zeitung dealing with Anglo-Russian diplomacy.
Much of the material appeared in the 1897 collection edited by Mr. and Mrs.
Averling, The Eastern Question. Wittfogel (Wittfogel, 1980, p. LXXVI)
contends the Revalations o]ulweiüs Herr ,/og, as an exposition ofSD but the
contention is unwananted. Herr Vogt brings SD deep into the industrial
capitalist period with detailed analysis of diptomatic machinations from the
Congress ofVienna of l8l5 up to 1860. It is precisely the scientifico-analyic
'dynamite' of SD that it proves little of genuine novelty has appeared in the
Westem state structure since the close of the Great Northem Wx in l72L
events of the like ofthe French Revolution of 1789 or trends like industrial!
zttion are at best strictly secondary to the Great Northem War and the Han-
noverian Accession of 1714. By reviewing claims the world-dominant state
stucture of Anglo-Russian diplomacy had undergone fundamental change
since l72l and rejecting such claims in 1860, Herr Zogr brought SD right up
to contemporaneity.

SD as described above will be the finished concept elucidated in Herr yogt.
Some evolution and refinement of the concept did occur in the course of the
1850's. As Wittfogel showed (Wittfogel, 1980, p. rcO(vII), Marx moved
away from his initial view (taken from Orientalist J. ph. Fallmerayer) that
'Asiatic' Russia was derived from Byzantium - by 1855 Marx adopted the
view the Tartar Yoke was tJre reason Russia was rendered permanently non-
European. Marx also steadily expanded the list of European statesmen who
were agents of Russia to include William E. Gladstone, Napoleon III, Bis_
marck, Swiss Federation President James FazJ and the King of Denmark (to
name a few). Finally, in Chapter VIII o f Herr Yogt Marx delved into the topic
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of espionage agent deployment as a decisive aspect ofpolitical action, a topic
conceming which he had published little before. Whatever evolution took
place, it should again be emphasized that SD was originally generated on the
single issue of checking Urquhart's allegations conceming Palmerston. SD
can never and will never be separated from the career and politics of Palmer-
ston, even if Marx was usirg SD to campaign against Old Pam's protege'
William E. Gladstone in 1877, twelve years after Palmerston's expiry in 1865

(MEGA'I/25, p. I169).

Chief Elements of SD

The chiefelements of SD are: 1) connivance;2) secrecy/conspiracy; 3) et}nic
specificity of the Russo-Asiatics and the Anglo-Saxons; 4) historic 'deep'
structures (non-lability of historic structures); 5) special political weight of
espionage agent deployment; alJ.d 6\ Russenhass. Though the only element
not explicitly developed, Russenhass is essential both as an ether which
bathes the entire discussion and the cement which binds it together. Also in-
separable from the discussion is Marx's concept of the internal immutabil§
of the AMP (Drischler, 1984, p. 6); this immutability manifests itself in both
the ethnic specificity and deep structure elements and eventually became the
centerpiece of t}te SD reception concerning Russia. However, it is not unique
to SD - Marx applied it to the AMP in China, India, Java, etc. (SD at times
appears to be little more than a special case of AMP - namely, the phenome-
non of institutionalized AMP influence inside non-AMP (Western) socie-
ties.). Marx's contention that manic Russophilia is the singular political trait
ofthe industrial capitalist bourgeoisie (Cobden and the 'Manchester School')
will be treated under ethnic specificity ofthe Anglo-Saxons - fittingly, since
industrialization originated in England.

The best short summary of SD comes from 'Vogt' and lists four of the six
elements: 'In the course of a review of the diplomatic manuscripts available
in the British Museum I discovered a series of English documents which
dated all the way back from the end ofthe l8th cenhry to the era ofPeter the
Great, documents which revealed the constant, secret connivance between the
cabinets of London and St. Petersburg and which further suggest the age of
Peter the Great marked the birth of this connection.' (MEGA, Vl&,p. 142.).
'London and St. Petersburg', as will be seen, are more than merely political
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or geographic designations - they are cultural as well. Some examples of the
six SD elements would include the following.

l) Connivance. In the article 'Connivance of the Aberdeen Ministry, (Ny
Tibune,I July 1853, Ep p. 46) Marx writes: 'We believe that, if war should
break out, it will be because

Russia has gone too far to withdraw with impunity to her honor; and above
all, we believe her courage to be up to this notch because she has all the
while counted on England's connivance.'. Marx's most vivid example of
Anglo-Russian connivance comes from
the Revelations, wherein he notes that .In 1716 the British Navy was com-
manded by his Czarish Majesty in person.,, this in the Baltic Sea during the
war on the Swedish Empire - an amazing action by maritime-dependent
Britain (Man<, 1969, p. 65). Marx's most thoroughly-documented instance of
connivance is TheFall of Kars (1856), which asserted .... we can prove from
the Govemment's own Blue Book - carefully cooked as it is - that Lord
Palmerston's Cabinet has planned flom the beginning, and systematically
carried out to the end, the Fall of Kars ...', i.e., engineered a Russian victory
over British-led forces in the Crimean War (Ee, p. 326). Any govemment
engineering military defeats for its own forces would have to operate secretly.

2) Seuecy/Conspiracy. Marx's most telling example of secrecy in the Anglo_
Russian network is the Aberdeen-Wellington-peel Secret Memorandum of
1844, drafted in the presence of Czar Nicholas I and usually under the safe_
keeping of Viscount Palmerston (EQ, p. 326); the document marked secrer
arrangements between Russia, England and Austria regarding Turkey and
was reconstucted by Marx from speeches ofparliamentariaas. Marx writes:

An "eventual agreement" - tle expression used in the memoran_
dum - is secretly entered into with Russia by an English Foreign
Minister, not only without the sanction of parliament, but behind
the backs of his own colleagues, two of them only having been
initiated into the mystery. The paper is for ten years withheld
from the Foreign Office, and kept in ctandestine custody by each
successive Foreign Minister. Whenever a Ministry disappears
from üre scene, the Russian Ambassador appears in Downing
Street, end intimates to the new-comer that he has to look closelv
to the bond, the secret bond, entered into, not between the nation
as legally represented, but between some Cabinet Minister and
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the Czar, and to act according to the line of conduct prescribed in
a Russian memorandum drawn up in the Chancellery of St. Pe-

tersburg. If this be not an open infraction of the Constitution, if
not a conspiracy and high treason, we are at a loss to understand

the meaning of these terms. ('War with F.ussia', NY Tribune, 17

Aprll 1854, EQ pp.3?8-29).
In the same article Marx noted Palmerston was a 'paid' agent of Rus-

sia, in fact a paid'secret agent' (p. 320). Between 'conspiracy' and

paid secret agents at the ministerial level, there can be little doubt but

that SD is a conspiracy theory.

3) Elhnic SpecÜciy of the Russo-Asittics and the Anglo-Saxans.

a. Russo-Asiatics. Marx's contention that tlle centurieslong Tartar Yoke re-

sulted in permanent 'Mongolization' of the Russian national character has

been broadly confirmed by 20th-century scholarship, including the work of
historians of Russia (G. Vernads§, R. Pipes, N.L. Fr.-Chirovs§), Eurasian

specialists (B. Spuler) and students of comparative political sociology

(Wittfogel). The best description of the Mongolization comes from the

Revelations and reads: 'The bloody mire of Mongolian slavery ... forms the

cradle of Muscovy. and modem Russia is but a melamorphosis of Muscoly.

The Tartar Yoke lasted ... more than two centuries; a yoke not only crushing,

but dishonoring and withering the very soul ofthe people that fell its prey.'

(Marx, 1969, p. lll). But the 'dishonored' Russo-Mongols had emerged

from the dissolution of the Yoke with a mastery of the Tartar practice of ex-

ploiting production techniques, science and even administrative techniques

from higher cultures to undermine those higher cultures. Peter the Great's

seizure ofthe Baltic provinces, Marx reported, yielded him'.'. a crop ofbu-
reaucrats, schoolmasters and drill-sergeants, who were to drill Russians into

that vamish of civilizätion that adapts them to the technical appliances of the

Western p€oples, without imbuing tlem with their ideas (iär4 p. 125). This

analysis of'technology without emancipation' in Russia was shared by all

three leading German historicists ofthe day - Leopold Ranke had developed

an identical analysis in his l8th Berchtesgaden lecture (13 October 1854;

Drischler, 1984, p. 39) and J.G. Droysen developed a similax one in 1869,

plagiarizing the Revelations and blaming George I of Hannover for Russia's

rise to power (Droysen, 1869, p. 192)

b. Anglo-Saxons. By comParison to the amount of research on Mongol influ-

ence in Russia, the ethnico-anthropological traits of the Anglo-Saxons - the
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English-speaking peoples - have been singularly neglected. Since SD is an

ethnologically-informed concept, Marx provides the objective account pos-
sible only from a Continental European outsider. The three primary traits of
the Anglo-Saxons are baseness (cultural crudity); military (specifically naval)
prowess; and commercialized culture. Cultual crud§ is the most important
since it clearly provides the best opportunities for contacts with Russians. In
the previously cited NY Tribune atticle of l7 April 1854 (.War with Russia,)
Marx observes: 'A singularis of English tragedy, so repulsive to French
feelings that Voltairc used to call Shakespeare a drunken savage, is its pecu-
liar mixture of the sublime and the base ...' (EQ, p.324).
Though baseness was indispensable to genuine integration of the Russo-
Asiatic and Anglo-Saxon elites, a world-class nary helped also as Marx
noted in his chronicle of George I's naval campaigns for Russia in 1715 and
1716 - The @ord Hßtory of Britain (1984) tended to confirm Marx's posi-
tion, stating of George I that 'The new king's foreign policy caused severe
strains by its blatant use ofEngland's naval power to secure Hannover,s Bal-
tic ambitions.' (Morgan, 1984, p. 412).
Commercialization of Anglo-Saxon culture is best illustrated by the rise of
the'Manchester School', the industrial manufacturing interest, in Marx,s
own day; during the Age of Palmerston commercial interests changed their
name from 'Whig' (Palmerston's self-description in 1830) to ,Liberal, (pam,s
self-desoiption in 1860). Chief political interest of the commercial leaders
was not protecting profits - Marx alleges - but protecting Russians. In the NI
Tribwe arltcle of 16 February 1854 (,Cobden and Russia') Marx excoriates
the acknowledged leader ofthe manufacturing capitalists - Richard Cobden _
for his 'Philo-Russian mania' (EQ, p. 235), contemptuously citing Cobden,s
shamelessly Russophile political pamphlet Russia A Cure for Russophobia.
By a Manchester Manufacturer (räi{. Thus what might be termed hyper-
Russification and commercialization galloped together in the ranks of the
English-speaking peoples.

The three haits highlighted by Marx (baseness, military prowess and com-
mercialization), add up to what U.S.-American historian of civilizations Car-
rol Quigley identified as a peripheral power in a civilization (euigley, 1979,
p. 157). Thus the Anglo-Russian network could be conceptualized as an alli-
ance of a peripheral \üestem power (Britain) and a non-Western power
@ussia) to keep the core of Westem civilization (France, usua[y) in check;
G. Lichtheim recorded 'the prolonged struggle waged by the Whig otigarchy
against Louis XIV and his successors.' (Lichtheim, 1971,p.37). euigley for
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his part also observed the tendency of peripheral powers to conquer the core

of a civilization, as illustrated by the relation of Assyrians and Sumerians

in Mesopotamian civilization, Romans and Greeks in Ctassical civili-
zation (the 'Ancient mode of production') and English-speakers and Conti-
nental Europeans in Westem civilization (Quigley, 1979,p. 157). Thus intra-

civilizational struggle as well as struggle between civilizations - following
SD - can override or even derail class struggle; Lichtheim among others de-

scribed 'the traditional Marxian view of Russia's relation to Europe: a rela-

tionship defined very precisely in terms of civilization, not of class.' (Howe,

1968, p. 338).

4) Hisroric 'Deep Structures' (Non-liability of Hßloric Sbaclures) .

Political theorist Carl Schmitt (1888-1985) described the search for stasis as

the foundation of any genuine theory of the state, wdting in 1929 ' ... that

without static elements there can be no state.', adding that the modem state

too requires static elements, elements 'exempted from all real dynamization'

(Schmitt, 1958, p. 68). By this standard SD is a model state theory, dispens-

ing with dynamic analysis time and again. As has been seen, Marx alleges

there has been nothing new in Russia since the Tartar horsemen left to ride

back to Mongolia upon the dissolution ofthe Kipjak Khanate in the latter half
ofthe 15th century; indeed the assertion is there has been nothing really new

since Chingis Khan's great administrator and counselor Yeh-lu Ch'u-T'sai
(Wittfogel, 1978, p. 34) served as overseer of the imposition of the Tartar

Yoke in 1241. And so Marx asserts 'The bloody mire of Mongolian slavery ...

forms the cradle of Muscovy, and modem Russia is but a metamorphosis of
Muscovy.', adding that'A simple substitution of names and dates will prove

to evidence that between the policy of Ivan III., and that of modem Russia,

there exists not similarity but sameness.' (Marx, 1969, pp. 111 and 121). 'Not
similarity but sameness' - an ideal summary of stasis (or stationariness).

With such an analysis it comes as little surprise that Marx in 1863 wfites that
revolution in Russia is impossible, claiming that '... in Russia there could be

a larger or smaller insurrection, as there has been in the past .... but there will
never be a revolution in that place. On the contrary, the insurrectionists will
soon achieve a yet-more-gruesome form of domination, that of some prince,
khan or Tsar of some sort, a domination without which they would have as

little chance of surviving as drones without a queen bee.' (Alfoedy, 1973, p,

lll).
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Though not as dramatic as the assertions of radical continuity in Russian

historical sfuctures, Marx's assertions of radical continuity in British institu-

tions are novel as well. If the policy of the Stanhopes, the Walpoles, the

Townshends, etc.' (Marx, 1969, p. 85) - in a word, the Whig oligarchs of
l7l4 - has been 'constant' (sters - MEGA3 I/18, page 142) up to 1860, then

industrialization is ultimately a tertiary event, since it was too insignifrcant to

have had an affect of lasting resonance on the diplomatic connivance state

apparatus. On this analysis, industrialization is not the only tertiary event (or

non-event) between l7l4 and 1860 - the Great French Revolution of 1789

appeared in this time frame as well. Indeed, up to ilerr Zogl in 1860 modern

(industrial) class struggle hadn't much disturbed the diplomatic connivance

state, either. And so the conclusion there has been little new under the sun

since the Hannoverian Succession of l7l4 acquires plausibility' And hence

the implication (to be drawn here) that study ofthe industrial capitalist politi'

cal economy which emerged in the 1820's would gamer little information

conceming a diplomatic collaboration state structure which originated in

1714 and remained uncharged in its fundamentals in 1860. Not only is it not

possible to 'derive' state theory from categories of industrial caPitalist politi-

cal economy, study of industrial capitalist political economy could be per se

obfuscatory to modem state theory since SD has declared that industrializa-

tion is - in comparison to much older diplomatic networks - ultimately of
limited importance. Although it carnot be denied that an economically-

definiable group - City of London merchants and their retainees represented

in the Parliament by Whig politicians - played the leading role in the genesis

of the diplomatic connivance state of 1714, not so much as a single industrial

capitalist was a participant. Furthermore, the (widespread) notion that indus-

trial capitalism promptly eradicated

pre-capiralist state forms in the West is - following Marx's version of SD -
quite untenable.

5) Special Political Weight of Espionage Agent DePloyment.

Though avoided by Marx-Engels (M-E) research, Marx develops this aspect

of SD in llerr Vogt in some depth and discusses it in a NY Tribune srticle

also. In the article 'The Turkish Question' of 19 April 1853 Marx writes:

'Thus at a very early period the Russian Govemment availed itself of its ex-

ceedingly favorable position in the south-east of Europe. Hundreds of Rus-

sian agents perambulated Turkey, pointing out to the Greek Christians the

Orthodox Emperor as the head ... ofthe oPPressed Eastem Church, and to the
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South Slavonians especially, pointing out that same Emperor as the almighty
Czar, who was sooner or later to unite all the branches of the great Slav race
under one sceptre, and to make them the ruling race of Europe. , (Ee, p- Zl\.
In 1860 Marx exposed the actions of Russian espionage agents in greater de-
tail, concurrently developing the closely-related concept of counter-
revolutionary insurrection (reactionary insunection). ContEry to popular be-
lief that reactionaries prefer peace, Marx contends, reactionaries rejoice in
insurrections and perpetual agitation. Focusing (as in 1853) on Russian ef-
forts to destroy the Ottoman Empire, Old Moor reveals that: ,The constitu-
tional revolution in Greece in September of 1843 was led by Katasaki, the
Russian minister in Athens .... The center ofthe Bulgarian rebellior. of lg42
was the Russian Consulate at Bucarest. There the Russian general Duhamel
in the Spring of 1842 received a Bulgarian delegation before which he laid a
plan for general insurection. Serbia was to act as reserve of the insurrection
arrd the position of Hospidar [despot] of Wallachia was to be confered upon
the Russian general Kisselew. Dtxingthe Serbian insunection (1843) Russia

- via h€r embassy in Constantinople - drove Turkey to violent measures
against the Serbs in order to obtain a pretext to appeal to the sympathy and
fanaticism of Europe against the Turks.' (MEGA, Ulg, p. 166). Though this
list represents only part of the material assembled in Chapter ylll of Herr
,/o8f, it suffices to show that following SD, espionage agent deployment is by
no means limited to information-gathering or harassment of exiled revolu_
tionaries - it extends to fomenting and actual conduct of insurections as
well, insurrections which can have exceedingly antldemocratic content if
politically Russophile.

6) Russenhass.

Russenhass ('hatred toward Russians,'), though the only chief element of SD
not explicitly developed by Marx, in fact supplies philosophic underpinning
for all the other elements. Marx, s Russenhass was so deep-seated that biog_
rapher Richard Friedenthal described Marx as.a bom Russia-hater.'
(Friedenthal, 1981, p. 599). Russmhass may be provisionally defined as po_
litical opposition to Russia generalized to a world view, a weltanschauung or
polittcal lleltbild.It was the common attitude of the European left from the
1830's through the end of the l9th century. Manifestations of I ussenhass on
Marx's part include depiction ofRussia as uniformly reactionary for ages and
the use of biological figures of speech to demean Russians as a g1oup. In the
NY Tribune article 'Turkey and Russia, (9 June 1853) Marx writes: ,And,
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indeed, since the first French revolution Continental retrogression has ever

been identical with Russian progress .. .'(0Q,p.29\.
Regarding biological figures of speech re Russians Marx wrote \n Lord

Palmerston that Palmerston 'had not even to scratch the Muscovite to find

the Tartar. He had found the Tartar in his naked hideousness.' (Marx, 1969,

p. 209). The NrZ had called on its readers to 'exterminate' (vernichten) the

Russians, exterminate being a verb usually reserved for dealing with vermin

and rodents; and the original version of Das Kapital (1867) wamed of the

danger to Europe of an infusion of 'Kalmuck blood' from Russia (Drischler,

1992, p.37; Rubel, 1984, p. 334). Such biological expressions bespeak an ir-

reconcilable antipathy toward an entire people, not opposition to a particular

regime. What's more, Old Moor's last known political campaign, the anti-

Gladstone campaign of 1877-1878, was waged explicitly against 'Russian

diplomacy' and 'pro-Russian agitation' (MEGA'z U25, pp. 457459); not a

word on'Czarism' or'Tsardom' or anything else suggesting separation ofthe

Russian state and people. The definitive commentary on the relation of
Marx's late wdtings on Russia and his wdtings of the 1850's, that ofB. Ra-

behl, states plainly that: 'The statements of t}re "old" Marx in no way conha-

dict his historical research and commentaries of the 1850's .... (Rabehl 1977,

p. 125). And so rRasseniass informed Marx's Russia writings to the very end

of his career.

The world-wide renaissance of Marxist intellectual culture in the 1960's and

1970' s brought in its wake a rebirth of interest in SD. Leading the way was

FU Berlin Professor B. Rabehl, who edited a new German edition of the

Revelations replete with extensive notes and an authoritative commentary

(Rabehl, 1977). The publication was in part a response to the East Berlin

Marx-Engek-Werke (MEW), which adamantly refused to publish Marx's

Revelations ßab€hl, 1977, p. 7). Other conaibutors to the debate cited by

Rabehl include M. Rubel, R. Dutschke, H.-J. Lieber, F. Tokai and R. Rosdol-

s§. Intended to supercede (so far as German-speaking Europe was con-

cemed) Rabehl's edition ofthe Revelations was Wittfogel's 1980 version of
the same work; however Wittfogel's Introduction consistently avoided the

galaxy of differences between Marx and Engels on SD and Russia, differ-

ences noted by Ryzanov as early as 1909 (Rabehl,. 1977, pp. 179-242) arÄ

which lie at the heart of the controversy surounding SD today. Lothar Ruehl

Reception
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and Wolfgang Stammler also published important comment on SD appurte-
nant to a German edition of Marx's NY Tribune erlicles, Russlands Drang
na c h We s t en (F.:tef d, I 99 l).

There are three key aspects to the SD reception, all understood with some
clarity by Rabehl and often misunderstood (or deliberately distorted) by oth-
ers. They are: (i) Marx and Engels had numerous differences conceming SD
and Russia, differences which emerged in Marx,s own day. (ii) Engels,s per-
spectives on the matter were the ones adopted by the 2nd International (this
despite the successful efforts of Mr. and Mrs. Averling to get The Eastern
Question and. most of the Revelqtions published). (iii) Engels flatly aban-
doned the analltic core of SD - nonJability of historic structures, particularly
in Russia - and asserted tlat Russia, under the socio-economic assault of in_
dustrial capitalism, had been transformed from an Orientally despotic anti_
Westem baccilus to a backward (if unmistakable) part of Europe. In the arti_
cle 'The Foreign Policy ofRussian Czarism, (1890) Engels writes: .And here
we come to the crux of tle matter. The intemal development of Russia since
1856 supported by government policy has had its effect; the social revolution
has taken gigantic sGps forward; Russia is becoming daily more Westem_
ized; healy industry, railroads, the conversion of all charges in kind into
money payments and the accompanying loosening of the old bases of society
are developing with increasing rapidity.' @lackstock and Hostelitz, 1952, p.
51). 'Russia is daily becoming more Westemized'- such is Engels'sprecr.s in
opposition to the aforementioned analytic core of SD, non-lability of historic
structures, especially in Russia. This core tums out, upon closer examination,
to be little more than a restatement ofthe analltic core of the AMp _ namely
that Oriental despotisms, as expressions of the Asiatic mode of production,
can only be superceded (replaced by a higher order) as a result of external
military attack from the West (Drischler 1984, p. 16). Engels had rejected this
analysis for Russia in 1890 as completely as Lenin rejected it in lg99 when
the latter's magnum opurs The Development of Capitalism in Russia appeared,
(Harding, 1983, p. 336). The completeness of Engels's victory over Marx,s
concept of the intemal immutability of the AMp in Russia was graphically
illustrated by the communism debate of the early 1920,s between Iiautsky,
Lenin and Trots§; for all three men the notion that Russia was a part of
Europe was literally beyond dispute (Hook, 1955, pp. 193_208).
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The (virtually) sole defender of Marx's actual position, embodied above all in

Chapter YIII of Herr Vogt (lvßGA'zV18, p. 164, lines 13-20) - namely that

Russian autocracy was likely to change forms, but only in the direction of a

yet-more-gruesome authoritarianism, itself sheamlined and accentuated by
partial industrialization and 'emancipation' of the serfs - was German soci-

ologist Max Weber (18621-1920). In two magisterial monographs on Russia

in the wake of the 1905 Revolution, Weber marshalled a wealth of specifi-

cally Russian material to demonstrate his thesis that industrialization had lost

whatever progressive or 'Westemizing' effect it may once have had and was

perfectly compatible with the most depraved bueaucratization conceivable,

bureauoatization being the chief sign of Oriental despotisms since the days

of the Egyptian pharoahs @eetham, 1974, p. 32; Drischler, 1988, p. 22). The

emancipatory effects of advanced capitalist development in Westem Euope
in the l9th century, Weber continued, were t}le outgrowth of unique, long-
past conditions which could not possibly recur in Russia or any other place.

In tlre monograph On the State of Bourgeois Detnocracy in Russia (1906)

Weber wrote that: 'The historical development of modem "freedom" had as

its presupposition a peculiar and ne'er-to-be-repeated constellation of fac-

tors.', adding 'The question whether any material and particularly the pres-

ent-day advanced capitalist development as such could maintain these unique

historical conditions-let alone create them anew, need only be asked to be

obvious.' (Weber, 1906a p. 348).

So the upshot of the Marx./Engels debate on SD and Russia was that Engels

won the political argument as thoroughly as he lost the scientific argument.

Weber tended in any case to confirm SD throughout, especially ethnic speci-

ficity ofthe Russo-Asiatics and the Anglo-Saxons; in 1916 he pessimistically

prognosticated that in the future culture would probably be ruined 'between

the regulations of Russian bureaucrats on the one hand and the conventions

of Anglo-Saxon "society" on the other ....' (Weber, 1988, p. 143). Replicating

Marx's Revelations wholesale, Weber stressed the truly Mongol (Chingis

Khaa) nature of modem Russians; in 1906 he noted that contemporary Rus-

sian administrators employed 'the most cunning means of the most tric§
Mongol deceit', a quite predictable result of the Russians 'truly Mongol vir-
tues' (Weber, 1906b, pp. 396 and 394).

Marx's Concept of Secret Diplomacy
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Research Questions

Two dates are critical in applying SD to the 20th century: Octobel l9i7 and
June, 1919. Though there can be little doubt Stalin was conducting träditionat
Russian diplomacy by 1927, the question of whether the early Bolshevik
revolution represented a caesura of SD deserves amplification. Rubel admit-
ted his contention of genuine continuity in Russian diplomacy before and af-
ter October, 1917 was 'tendentious' (Rubel, 1972,p.8\. Matters are less am-
biguous on the Anglo-Saxon side; the U.S.A. slipped into the former role of
Great Britain at the Versailles Peace Conference with ease - U.S. Presidents
Hoover, F.D. Roosevelt and D. Eisenhower proved everso maniacally Russo-
phile as British Prime Ministers Palmerston, Gladstone or Salisbury. Impl!
cations of SD for M-E research would appear to be several..

Most important is SD's implications for neglected areas of M-E research,
especially Marx's perspectives on British history and his relations witi Rus-
sia-haters like Urquhart and T. Lapinski. Also, the aratomy of a .Russian

agent' should be clarified - were Prime Ministers Palmerston, Gladstone and
Salisbury mere factotums of the Russian Secret Police or were they more like
solicitors? As H. Krause noted, 'Marx saw a unitary line from Walpole to
Palmerston' (Krause, 1958, p. 58) - is l8th century British party history a
unitary fraud? Another research problem is the relation of East-West struggle
to class struggle. Can the two be conducted conjointly or must East-West
struggle (and intra-civilizational struggle) be concluded prior to joining the
final conflict of classes? The tabu on discussion of Marx's espionage con-
cepts should be broken; in the letter to Collet Dobson Coltet of l0 November
1876 (MEGA, V25, pp. ll70-ll7l) Marx wrires of,the secret Starepolice, a
Starchamber on a colossal scale, the main lever of the Russian govemmental
machine' - surely 'the main lever of the Russian govemmental machine, (i.e.,
the espionage apparatus) merits investigation. Finally, critiques of Marxist
state theory which evades or ignores diplomacy must be relentless.
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